Writing Program: standards an issue

(Continued from page 1) be part of the MIT curriculum. The battles started immediately. "We fought to get going, we fought to get out of the Literature Department, to get into the Humanities," Professor of Humanities Nathan Mazlich explained. "We fought to get out of the Literature Department, to get into the Humanities, that's expected to be completed until late May.

"Pre-empting"

The lastest in the report is central to the budget controversy. Program staff members say that Mazlich and Associate Dean for Humanities Donald Blackmer are trying to prevent the report's findings by destroying parts of the Program before the Sivin group's recommendations can be heard. Blackmer and Mazlich say that the evaluation is finished, and point out that MIT's budget process waits for no one.

"If we don't budget to hire TAs next year, it will be possible to hire them if the Svin report says they're essential and the School accepts that they are," Blackmer said."But if we tell people there will be TAs, we're committing the School to pay them," Mazlich said. "If the report says the TAs are essential, and the School accepts the report's proposals on TAs, then we can report the TA program easily.
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have to see if those goals meet the needs of MIT students."

The committee was expected to report, according to Department Head Professor Prof. Mazlich, by last fall. Instead, Svin is now deciding the program which isn't expected to be completed until late May.

"Pre-empting"

The lastest in the report is central to the budget controversy. Program staff members say that Mazlich and Associate Dean for Humanities Donald Blackmer are trying to prevent the report's findings by destroying parts of the Program. Mazlich said that the evaluation is finished, and point out that MIT's budget process waits for no one.

"If we don't budget to hire TAs next year, it will be possible to hire them if the Svin report says they're essential and the School accepts that they are," Blackmer said."But if we tell people there will be TAs, we're committing the School to pay them," Mazlich said. "If the report says the TAs are essential, and the School accepts the report's proposals on TAs, then we can report the TA program easily.

In The Nation this week

FRANK CHURCH'S CANDIDACY

George Larderney of the Washington Post Wirtes.

"Senator Frank Church likes to quote the cartoon character Senator Smokey who entered the presidential race very late. Smokey had saved taxpayers a fortune in Secret Service salaries. Senator Church thinks he has more to offer than Senator Smokey. He has added, "I am running for the presidency, fall flat on his face, and come 1979, still be made chairman of the Senate Foreign Relations Committee." Only in this week's Nation.

"The Nation," 323 Sixth Ave., N.Y.C. 10014

Special rates for students

Piloting, Seamanship and Small Boat Handling 52nd Edition

The most complete and widely used of all boating books. By Charles F. Chapman

Standard Edition: $11.95

"Thoroughly updated, the Bible of boating covers the latest changes in governmental regulations. Includes tables, charts, diagrams. Easily indispensable to the beginner and the accomplished sailor. There are thirty-two chapters covering everything you need to know from chart reading and aids to navigation to boat handling and rules of the road. Even study outlines for covering the same material in the U.S. Power Squadron and U.S. Coast Guard boating courses. A recognized text for more advanced courses. 640 pages plus 24 full color pages.

M.I.T. STUDENT CENTER

Holy Week Services

Interdenominational

Wednesday 5:00pm (eve of Maundy Thursday)

Good Friday 12:30-2:00pm

Reading of the Passion, Meditation, and Prayer

Sponsored by Lutheran and Episcopal Ministries

All Welcome